Hello Years 5 & 6 pupils,
How are you all getting on? Are you all fit and well? I hope so. I hope your families are ok too and that you have
all sorted a home routine out for daily survival!
Life at school continues, but not as normal! I have been doing so much paper work that I’m really not sure how I
ever had the time to teach you all! The funny thing is….that the paper work never seems to get to the end of the
list as the list just keeps getting longer each day! How can that happen?
I hope you are keeping up with your friends if you can in those ways that only young people seem to be able to
do! Don’t forget to keep safe on the Internet and always ask an adult if you may use it. You could also try writing a
letter! Or a postcard to someone in your family or a friend you are missing.
I expect some of you are also doing a lot of baking and craft type things. I’m not so good with baking – especially
cakes as mine always seem to be a lot flatter than they are supposed to be! But I do like cooking and I do like
doing craft things. I have also found more time to listen to music, which I love, and to read. I have been reading a
lovely book of poetry that Mrs Ross gave to me. It was mostly written in the late 1800’s but the words and
structure of the poems are so modern they could have been written yesterday. I find that fascinating!
So, I am always wondering how you are all getting on, I always think about you when they show bits of film from
other schools in other countries. I hope it won’t be too long before we can all get back together again. School is
much too quiet without you all!
On a work note:
I’m wondering how you have all been doing with your novels? Are they ready for the press yet? Have they been
edited and reviewed? Or are they still a ‘work-in-progress’?
Now worries if you haven’t finished them quite yet….. I’m sure you will have a week or so at least until you are
back in school!
Same with your project. I’m sure some of you will have finished these and they are looking fantastic. Others of
you will still be working on them – and that is ok too.
Remember you have a text book for maths which you can do a page or two every day. You also have your English
text book for the same if you need it.
Also keep learning those multiplication tables and square numbers etc and of course your year 5 & 6 spellings!
I’m sure many pupils will be thinking – “yes…I’m trying to do all that but it is really hard doing it at home” I
completely get that and hope you are able to do some of it now and again?
I’m also sure that other pupils will be racing through everything and more, and are now raring to go with more
work.
So I thought I would put some more work up just in case some of you are chomping at the bit!
Don’t forget all the links to websites that you were given at the start of the lockdown. There are many others too
such as Carol Vorderman’s 30 day challenge https://www.themathsfactor.com/the-30-day-challenge/
Bye for now…… keep safe and be good! Respect to your parents and carers,
Love Ms Morgan
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

P.S.
Timing wise…. Same as before….. Maybe try to do 45 minutes maths and 1 hour English
each day if you can.
Top up with Art and Design and project work so that you have enough to keep you busy
each day!
Don’t worry if you can’t do everything … just try your best!

MATHEMATICS

(YEARS 5 AND 6)

1)
You will need your dice or the number cards you made before.
Paper and pencil
You are a pretend carpet fitter.
Roll the dice twice to make a 2 digit number – this is the make believe length of a room in metres
Roll the dice once – this is the make believe width of a room in metres
Make a note of the measurements!
Now work out the area of the room and the perimeter of the room.
If carpet costs:
a) £14.50 per square metre how much will it cost to carpet the room?
b) Carpet grippers cost £0.80 per metre how much will it cost to grip the room?
c) Carpet fitter costs £75 …. How much will it coast in total for the room to be carpeted?
Do this 10 times generating your room measurements each time with the dice.
To extend or do more …..
• roll dice three times, 3 digit number. Then roll dice 2 times, 2 digit number to get larger dimensions for room.
• Find cost each time then decide to give 25% off total bill, what is new price?
• Find cost then give 30% off cost of carpet and 5% off fitting, what is new price?
• Find cost then give 15% off carpet, 10% off grippers, 20% off fitting, what is new price?
2)
You will need your hand, ruler, paper and pencil
Measure your hand span in centimetres write it down ( Use nearest whole cm or to make more difficult use
decimal cm or centimetres and millimetres)
Choose 10 items in your house to measure length using your hand span. Do it to the nearest half or quarter or
three quarter spans.
Then work out actual length by converting spans to cm
(eg. My span = 19.6 cm. desk top = 8.5 spans so……….Desk top = 19.6cm x 8.5 = 166.6cm)
To extend:
• Convert your answers to metres
• Convert your answers to mm
3)
You will need paper and a pencil and your brain!
Invent a menu for a pretend café or restaurant. Give it a name. write out your menu beautifully and put a price
against each item/meal/food etc.
MORGAN’S CAFE
COFFEE
£2.50
TEA
£1.90
SLICE CAKE
£2.99
Toast and jam
£1.80 etc etc etc
Try to have at least 15 items on your menu …. Don’t forget drinks!
Now pretend you are the waiter. Waitress and take at least 10 table’s orders. Pretend there are between 2 and 8
people on a table. Add up their bills, find the total amount.
To extend:
Make some foods on special offer …..10% off or some drinks buy one get one free…… or two for one….. or
children eat half price etc etc etc.

CHECK AND MARK everything USING A CALCULATOR

ENGLISH

YEARS 5 AND 6

1) Finish your novel please!
2) Write a critic’s review of your novel! (Like a book review but by someone whose job is to say what is good
and bad about novels.)
3) Write a letter to your MP complaining about something that you feel strongly about! Eg. Global warming,
litter in the streets, parking, lack of play facilities etc.
Use these paragraph openings to help you….. Firstly I would like to say…… Next, I would add….. Another
point I would like to raise is…….. Consequently….. Finally, I would reiterate ……..
4) Choose 20 spellings from the year 5/6 list. Use them each in a new sentence.
5) Choose a different 15 spellings from the year 5/6 list. Write a free style poem about LOCKDOWN
incorporating those 15 spellings. It must make sense so choose carefully!

ART and DESIGN YEARS 5 AND 6
Finish your novel illustrations please!
Finish your book jacket please!
Make an abstract collage (Not a scene or a picture of something) using magazine pieces, newspaper
pieces, old bags, material scraps, anything! Just a random piece to show emotions and feelings!
Title of the collage – ‘LOCKDOWN’ Let the colours and the materials show how you feel about it.
If you don’t have any glue of collage pieces you could do an abstract design using pencil or crayons
instead.

